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NULM 

NIUA: Staff onboarding and accreditation 

On March 1st, 2024, a meeting took place with Director NIUA, and IFU 

team at NIUA, IHC. The agenda was to strategize the onboarding of 

employees onto the iGOT portal. Key discussions centered around the 

nomination process for critical roles i.e., Leader and MDO Admin. 

Emphasis was placed on kickstarting the staff onboarding process, 

curating relevant content for iGOT, and familiarizing employees with 

iGOT as an invaluable capacity-building resource. 
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I found the courses mandated for 

Section Officers very helpful in increasing 

my competency in skills to impart my 

duties. Though the MCQ in certain 

modules were challenging, getting the 

certificate after the assessment made me 

confident. 

I found the functional courses to be 

more useful and believe that consuming 

courses on iGOT is useful for the officials. I 

will take this opportunity to urge my 

fellow members to explore the iGOT 

platform and utilize the same to enrich 

their expertise. 

I am motivated to engage continuously 

with iGOT to stay updated and enhance 

my skills relevant to my domain. I have a 

special interest in courses on emerging 

technologies and those directly related to 

my day-to-day responsibilities. 

MoHUA oversees eight Central Training Institutes, with DMRA and 

RCUES Lucknow recently achieving three-star accreditation in the 

National Standards for Civil Service Training Institutes (NSCSTI) 

Framework. This underscores MoHUA's commitment to Civil Service 

Capacity Building, professional development and competency 

enhancement. Other institutes like RCUES-Mumbai, National CPWD 

Academy, and NIUA are also in the process of receiving accreditation 

under the NSCSTI Framework. Going forward, MoHUA aims to enhance 

remaining CTIs, fostering continuous improvement in civil service 

training.

Accreditation of Ministry’s Civil Service Training Institutes 



Future Strategies to Enhance Capacity Building in Urban 
Local Bodies

Delhi Metro Rail Academy Visit

Urban Transport Division representatives 

visited the Delhi Metro Rail Academy (DMRA) to 

observe its operational strategies and innovative 

techniques. 

They were introduced to advanced metro rail 

engineering systems and simulation-based 

training facilities, enhancing trainees' proficiency 

in utilizing sophisticated systems.

The CBC, in collaboration with MoHUA, has embarked on a 

nationwide initiative to enhance the capacity of Urban Local Bodies 

(ULBs). A pivotal video conference was held on March 15th, 2024, 

with CBC, NIUA, and the Karmayogi Bharat team discussed the 

integration of the National Urban Learning Platform (NULP) and 

iGOT under technology integration.

The focus was on strategizing future initiatives to strengthen 

capacity building within ULBs and the potential integration between 

NULP and the iGOT platform. The integration aims to bolster urban 

governance frameworks for greater effectiveness and resilience.

Curation of courses under ADB-supported initiative

On March 21st, a meeting was convened to streamline the 

process of designing and developing e-content for courses 

sponsored by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) through the 

Karmayogi Digital Learning Lab (KDLL). Of notable significance 

is the active participation of six divisions, vis. NULM, PM 

SVANidhi, AMRUT, Housing, UT, SCM and Delhi Division of 

MoHUA. Further, video conferences and in person meetings 

have been convened with the KDLL team to discuss the 

intricacies of the course structure, primarily focusing on the 

unique requirements of the divisions.



Mission Karmayogi Menu Launched on MOHUA Website

A new dedicated menu for Mission Karmayogi has been launched on the 

MoHUA website. This initiative aims to enhance the visibility of activities 

and events associated with the Mission, ensuring that officials are well-

informed about ongoing and upcoming engagements. The menu is 

designed to foster greater participation and awareness among users and 

help them to access essential updates, training programs, and event 

schedules, allowing for more efficient coordination and involvement. This 

streamlined approach is expected to significantly extend the impact of 

Mission Karmayogi. 

Focused Group Discussions with Partner Organizations to Drive Mission Karmayogi Implementation

A series of in-person and virtual conferences were held with 

various organizations affiliated with the MoHUA to advance key 

initiatives under Mission Karmayogi. These workshops took place on 

May 7th, 14th, 16th, 17th, and 21st May with the National Institute of 

Urban Affairs (NIUA), the National Capital Region Planning Board 

(NCRPB), the Delhi Urban Art Commission (DUAC), the Building 

Material Technology Promotion Council (BMTPC), the Town and 

Country Planning Organization (TCPO), and the Central Public Works 

Department (CPWD).

The conferences addressed the onboarding and registration 

processes for these organizations on iGOT platform and 

developing and implementing strategies for the Annual Capacity 

Building Plan (ACBP) for ensuring seamless integration into 

Mission Karmayogi's framework. 

iGOT Registration Progress for MoHUA OfficialsKnow Your Ministry Module: 
Empowering MoHUA Officials

The Know Your Ministry (KYM) module, 

endorsed by the CBC, is a specialized learning 

tool for MoHUA officials. It aims to provide 

new joiners and transferred officials with a 

comprehensive understanding of MoHUA's 

structure, functions, and goals.

Representatives from all divisions, missions, 

and organizations within MoHUA 

collaboratively developed a draft Table of 

Contents for the KYM module. A designing 

agency FCS Software Solutions Ltd. is 

onboarded for developing the module.

IFU team is working on to register all MoHUA employees on the 

iGOT platform. All 100% of officers/ officials are registered, with 

ongoing work to update the list periodically.

Further, team is also putting efforts to onboard subordinate and 

attached offices and assist in preparing their Capacity Building 

Plans (CBP). 
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